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2015 International Book Awards Winner in Fiction: Chick Lit/Women’s Lit

From the author who brought us the unforgettable Waverly Bryson and the bestselling Perfect on
Paper series.

Bestselling author Cassidy Lane walks into her twentieth high school reunion with several novels under her
belt, but no date on her arm, and deep down she still feels like the smart girl no one asked to the prom. Then
handsome Brandon Forrester confesses his teenage crush, and soon Cassidy finds herself swept up in a
modern-day fairytale romance not unlike the tales she spins for a living. While their relationship blossoms,
however, the new book she’s writing isn't going as well, and for the first time in her career she considers
crafting an ending that doesn't include a proverbial walk into the sunset. Contemplating the simultaneous
reversal of her own romantic fortune and that of her protagonist’s is daunting, but maybe it’s time for both
her writing and her personal life to take a new path. Or is it?

Filled with Murnane’s trademark wit and optimism, a charming cast of secondary characters, and loads of
heart, Cassidy Lane will have you cheering for its heroine down to the very last delightful word.
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From reader reviews:

Eugene Barnum:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? That's why, you
can choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to
take a stroll, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book eligible Cassidy Lane?
Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time along with your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have various other
opinion?

Michael Clark:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world can easily share
their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their reader with their story
or even their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the books. But also they write about the
information about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
young ones, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to
improve their proficiency in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write with their book. One
of them is this Cassidy Lane.

Rose Engle:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get lots of
stress from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely of
course. People is human not just a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do you have when
the spare time coming to you of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then ever try this one,
reading books. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the actual book you have read will
be Cassidy Lane.

Bradley Ray:

You can spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This Cassidy Lane is simple to deliver you can
read it in the park, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not possess much space to bring typically the
printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save the book
in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.
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